Supplementary Material: The transportation sector in the IMACLIM-R model: a way to embark
energy consumption and urban organizations
This Supplementary Material is a complement to the article “Low carbon scenarios for Europe.
An evaluation of upscaling low carbon experiments”. It presents the way the IMACLIM-R model
represents the transport sector and is an adaptation of material included in [1].
1.

Passenger mobility demand: a result of households’ utility maximization program

IMACLIM-R is a general equilibrium model where a representative household (representative
consumer) maximizes its utility function under an income budget constraint and a travel time
budget constraint. The existence of two budget constraints in addition to the originality of the
arguments of this utility function allow capturing the induction of final demand by technical change
and infrastructure policies, especially in the energy and transportation sectors.
Households maximize their utility through a tradeoff between consumption goods and
mobility services. More precisely, they derive utility from:
•
•
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measures constrained mobility (i.e. the minimum level that households have to
satisfy, mainly for commuting). Note that this minimum level allows capturing
implicitly the urban sprawl.
The utility function is thus written as:
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Where parameters ξi and ξm are the elasticities of utility to the level of goods’ consumption and
of mobility service respectively.
To provide the mobility service, four transportation modes are considered:
• Terrestrial public transport1
• Air transport
• Road transport (private vehicles)
• Non-motorized transport (walking and biking)
One can note that the representation of non-motorized transportation is for IMACLIM the way
to embark the transport dimension of human energy.
The four modes are imperfect substitute mostly because of the differences in amenities
delivered by each of them. They are thus nested in a constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
function. The aggregate mobility service Sm is defined as a composite of passenger.km in the four
transportation modes under consideration:
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“Public transport” includes both urban public transports (buses, metros… etc.) and inter-city trains because

the model does not differentiate between inter- and intra-city trips.
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 is the elasticity of substitution between the modes, and bj are mode-specific
Where
parameters. Households’ transportation decisions are constrained by:
(i) A standard income budget constraint (3)
This constraint captures that transport-related expenditures enter into a tradeoff with the
consumption of other goods and services Ci paid at price pi. The mobility services provided by public

p

p

and air transport modes are paid at their end-use prices, public and air respectively (these prices
include fuel, capital and Operating & Maintaining costs), whereas private modes, that are
auto-produced by households, involve only the purchase of liquid fuels or electricity 2 that are

p

 cars

p

 cars

respectively paid at prices liquid and elec . Given liquid and elec , the unitary consumptions of
liquid fuels and electricity per unit of distance (passenger.km), the income constraint can be written
as:
cars
cars
Disposable Income   pi  Ci  p public  pkmpublic  pair  pkmair  liquid
. pliquid  elec
. pelec  pkmcars
i

(3)

(ii) A travel time budget constraint (4)
As it has been observed empirically, this constraint represents the regularity in travel time
budget across time and space. Number of studies demonstrates indeed that at an aggregate and
average level, households allocate a fixed amount of time to transportation, regardless of
transportation costs (see for example [2-5]3. In particular [6,2], using samples of cities in developed
and developing countries observed that a traveler spend between 1 and 1.5 hours per day in
transports (the value determined for Europe is 1.1hour). For the sake of simplicity and given the
level of aggregation considered here, we assume that this time constraint governs both intra and
inter-city trips, and that it concerns rural areas as well as urban ones.
This time constraint plays with the households’ demand for transportation services as well as
the modal share between the four modes considered, it can be written as:
pkm j

Tdisp 
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measures the marginal speed of transportation mode j (i.e. the speed for an

v u 

additional passenger-kilometer). For each mode j, this speed j
is linked to congestion effects
and can be written as a function of the utilization rate of transportation capacities Captransportj as
captured by figure 4: the higher the utilization rate, the lower the effective speed of the mode and the
higher congestion.

2

Fixed costs associated to car ownership are considered in households’ investments and do not enter into this

consumption tradeoff.
3

Controversies can be found in the literature in [7]. However, even them, they support the existence of a

constant travel time budget when the level of aggregation is sufficiently high.
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Figure 1: Marginal speed and the utilization of the transportation infrastructure capacity.

(Subscript j denotes the transportation mode j)
This curve is specific to each mode with, for example, very strong effect for road passenger
transport and conversely very little effect for rail passenger transport.
This representation is an extrapolation, at a high aggregated level, of the “macroscopic
fundamental diagram” that gives a relation between vehicle traffic fluxes and traffic density (speed
and infrastructure capacity) at the scale of a large transportation network [8].
The form chosen is:
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Parameters values are calibrated such that:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

v0

equals 700, 80 and 50 km/h for air, cars and public transport respectively.

v j 1  v1

that equals 5km/h for all modes.

the households maximization program results in observed data on mobility and
budget shares per mode for the calibration year.

Important stylized facts of passenger mobility can be captured thanks to this twofold constraint
structure:
• The rebound effect on mobility due to energy efficiency improvements: More efficient
vehicles trigger lower households’ fuel expenditures and thus free up resources to
increase the overall consumption, and the mobility demand in particular. The budget
constraint (3) allows indeed capturing this effect and shows that higher disposable
households’ income allows an increase of all goods and services consumption, including
demand for transportation.
• The induction effect of infrastructure deployment on mobility demand: For a given
transportation mode, the deployment of new additional infrastructures increases the
capacity of the corresponding network and decreases the congestion constraint . The
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•

•

marginal effect of infrastructure deployment depends on the shape of the congestion
curve (Figure 2). The average speed allowed by the available infrastructures is thus
higher and the passenger.kilometers in that mode are less time-consuming. This allows
households to increase their overall travel demand within their time budget constraint
(4).
The modal distribution between different modes: The four considered modes (air, road,
public and non-motorized) are explicitly differentiated according to their (i) costs, (ii)
provided mobility service measured by their average speed, and (iii) the availability of
infrastructures that determine congestion levels. Effective modal distribution then
results endogenously from a tradeoff within the twofold constraint: income budget (3)
and travel time budget (4).
The constrained mobility induced by firms’ and households’ localization choices: This
concerns daily travels that households have no choice but to realize to satisfy specific
travel purposes (essentially commuting and shopping). They are exogenously

S (0)

represented by the basic needs parameter m in equation (1).
Note that from all this appear a positive feedback loop in the transportation sector between
technical choices, households’ modal choices and overall mobility demand.
1.1. Freight mobility demand: a result of a Leontief representation
In IMACLIM-R, production functions of all the sectors take the form of Leontief specifications,
with fixed equipment stocks and fixed intensity of labour, energy and other intermediary inputs in
the short-term4. This means in particular that, at a given point in time, the freight transportation

IC

j , Sec
intensity of production is measured by input-outputs coefficients
, which define a linear
dependence of freight mobility in a given mode j to production volumes of sector Sec. The higher the
production volumes, the higher the freight mobility demand if no specific policy towards reducing
this volume is implemented.
Three freight transportation modes are considered: air, water and terrestrial transport. The
latter includes both trucks and rail modes because of data limitations. The two modes correspond
indeed to a single aggregated sector in the GTAP 6 economic accounting matrixes used for the
IMACLIM-R calibration [9].
This freight mobility representation via input-output coefficients of production captures
implicitly two important features that drive the modal breakdown and the intensity of freight
mobility needs:
(i) The spatial organization of the production processes in terms of
specialization/concentration of production units
(ii) The constraints imposed on distribution in terms of distance to the market and
just-in-time processes

IC

j , Sec
Furthermore, the input-output coefficients
evolve in time5 to capture changes in:
(i) The energy efficiency of freight vehicles
(ii) The logistic organization of the production/distribution processes
(iii) The modal breakdown

4

These Leontief specifications (with fixed inputs per unit of production) are nevertheless characterized by

flexible utilization rates of installed production capacities.
5

They evolve in a “putty-clay” modeling way [10]
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1.2. Energy efficiency in the transportation sector
Transportation technologies within the private motorized mobility:
Within the personal vehicles market, three types of technologies are represented:
• Internal combustion engine standard (ICE_std)
• Efficient internal combustion engine (ICE_eff)
• Electrical vehicles (EV)6
The description of these transport technologies remains at a rather aggregated level to facilitate
the dialogue with the top-down macroeconomic description. Each technology is specified as a set of:
(i)
apital cost, which decreases endogenously in function of learning-by-doing process.
We use learning curves to represent induced technical change; they link decrease in
capital cost to the cumulative sale of a given technology.
(i)
Operating and maintaining (O&M) costs, that are considered as variable costs and
modelled as a quantity of composite sector consumed per unit of travelled distance,
and finally
(ii)
Energy intensity.
The energy consumption (in liters of gasoline equivalent by kilometer, lge/km) is related to
conventional gasoline and diesel, but also to biofuels and synfuels as Coal-to-Liquid fuel (CTL) or
electricity. Instead of having specific car technologies for each liquid fuel type, those are supposed to
be mixable with refined oil. This means that non-electrical vehicles can run equally well on a blend
of CTL, biofuel or diesel/gasoline. Note that we do not explicitly take plug-in Hybrid vehicles into
account, and that only Electric vehicles consume electricity.
Energy efficiency in private vehicles

 cars

 cars

It is measured by the evolution the parameters liquid and elec in equation (3), which result
from households’ decisions on the purchase of new vehicles among the three types of technologies.
These decisions are based on a mean cost minimization criterion under imperfect expectations. More
precisely, the dynamic of the evolution of these energy efficiency parameters is the following:
• Each year, an endogenous motorization rate (number of personal vehicle per capita) is
computed as a region specific function of personal income. Its income elasticity varies in
function of income levels [11]. For Europe (high income level compared to developing
regions), the elasticity decreases progressively to represent equipment saturation (it is
assumed in particular that the motorization rate never exceeds the current US value
which equals to 0.7 vehicle per person). Numerical values for this income elasticity are
adjusted from the SMP Model [12].
• Based on this motorization rate, fleet depreciation is explicitly considered and derived
from the described vintage car stocks and lifetimes. Sales are calculated as the sum of
total equipment increment and the number of down run cars. They are then allocated
amongst the different technologies as follows:
- Households associate a complete life cycle cost (LCC) to each technology taking into
account its capital cost, energy intensity, electricity and liquid fuel prices (including
all taxes as well as an hypothetical carbon tax), O&M costs, the annual average
travelled distance and a discount rate 7.
- Market share of a given technology is then computed through a logit function on
LCCs in order to avoid a market concentration in the most competitive vehicle and

6

Electric vehicles represent implicitly all types of vehicles that use electricity as service provider, including

fuel cells and hydrogen vehicles.
7

We use a 13% discount rate, which reflects consumers’ aversion to invest in more expensive but more efficient

technologies, unless the financial payback time is short. Consistently with Imaclim-R simulation philosophy, a
high discount rate represents actual consumers’ perception rather than optimal economic choices.
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to account for heterogeneous consumers’ preferences as well as for the diversity of
cars [13].
Finally, taking into account that only a small part of the fleet is replaced each year, the regional
energy intensity parameters of the fleet are then calculated as a mean on all operating car vintages.
Note that energy efficiency improvement is thus encompassed at a macroeconomic scale in the
sense that a growth of fuel prices induces a natural direction of households towards more energy
efficient vehicles.
Energy efficiency for freight transportation
Unlike the private vehicle case, energy efficiency for freight transportation is not represented
through explicit technologies but is captured through the evolution of Leontief coefficients. For each
freight transportation mode (water, air and terrestrial transport), input-output coefficients measure
the energy requirement for the production of final transportation goods. Their evolution is driven by
an exogenous trend but also by a short-term fuel price elasticity (for example, the average fuel
consumption of trucks evolves with a (-0.35) price-elasticity). These coefficients are thus responsive
to energy price variations, which allow capturing endogenous energy efficiency gains, in other
words, the incentive for technical progress in function of market conditions. Furthermore, since the
terrestrial transport mode gathers both road and rail freight transport, this way of modelling allows
also capturing the modal shifts that occur amongst this mode when fuel prices vary.
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